
This guide will walk through a variety referral program pages created by 
customers in Referral Rock.  We will review Registration, Member and 

Referral pages and highlight some of the various text and 
visual elements they are utilizing to make 

e�ective referral programs.

Following Best Practices
E�ective Referral Page Examples



Registration Page

It is the �rst page your customers visit before joining the program. Make it compelling
and user friendly. You’ll have more members than you initially thought!



REGISTRATION PAGE
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TRENDY BUTLER

Good use of the header image. It is easy to identify who is the targeted audience.

Compelling o�er text. It makes users feel comfortable and it shows that the company cares about them.  Look at the keywords they use:
families, give back to one another, selected to be part of. The communication tone is a very important element of the referral program. 



REGISTRATION PAGE
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STORELLI

Brand’s graphic elements well expressed on the page. All page is in white to give the program a visual identity.  

Compelling o�er text that explains how the referral program works; that way the member understands from the beginning what are the
rewards for him and his referrals. Terms & Conditions are allowed on the page to give transparency to the program.   

3 Personalized icons explaining the program work �ow. Visual elements complement the text on the page.
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REGISTRATION PAGE
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RED COACH

Compelling header image and o�er text.

Well used customized icons. They explain the work �ow of the referral program showing the bene�ts for both, the 
member and the referral. 
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Member Page

In this page your members already completed the registration process.  They can
see more in deep what is the program about and they also can start referring people 
in this page. 



MEMBER PAGE
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COVENANT HEALTH PRODUCTS

Compelling text explaining the rewards for each user -the member and the referral. Terms & Conditions are allowed to
show transparency and to avoid issues with the members. 

Well used images. The picture shows two people to create empathy with the member. Image has a compelling design that re�ects
the brand’s visual identity. 
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MEMBER PAGE
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WORK SMART

Clear reward information. The member is able to see the type of reward he earns per new referrals; which in this case it is a Tango card.

The program uses gami�cation techniques by allowing the member to track his referrals. This makes the program more competitive as
the member would like to see those numbers go higher. 
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It is an easily shareable program, as the member could share it through his di�erent social networks.
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MEMBER PAGE
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VITA WELLNESS MASSAGE

Very compelling text. The communication tone is very appropriate to engage with the members and the content explains 
when the rewards are earned.

Well use of the image to explain the type of reward the members earn. See all the social media icons and the unique URL.; this 
means the program is easily shareable. 
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Referral Page

This is the page your new members will see. Remember they are new to your brand
and don’t know a lot about you. Make this page compelling enough to convert them
into new customers. 



REFERRAL PAGE
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RED COACH

Compelling use of the header. It re�ects the company’s visual identity. 

Image and o�er text are very compelling. The image shows the company’s bene�ts and the text explain how the reward works. 

Compelling CTA button. It is easily identi�able in the page and it shows what is the action the referral needs to take. 3
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REFERRAL PAGE
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ARCADIA ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Good use of images to tell new users what is the company about and to let them know there is a reward waiting for them. 

Good explanation about the referral work �ow. It is easy to understand how referrals get the rewards and it is also easy to notice that
the coupon needs to be printed. 
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REFERRAL PAGE

1 Good explanation about what the company does. Referrals are possible new customers and they might not know anything
about you and your products. Provide information about your brand will generate trust and they’ll feel more comfortable
to sign up or purchase. 
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